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Did you know? Travelers using #TSAPrecheck get through security twice as fast as those who 
don’t. http://ow.ly/TLX2u

The perks of being a #KnownTraveler through #TSAPrecheck. Apply now: http://ow.ly/TLX2u

Wish you could have more peace of mind on your way to the airport? Now you can.  
http://ow.ly/TM3EC #TSAPrecheck

Need to find a #TSAPrecheck application center near you? It’s easy: http://ow.ly/TLLSN

Say goodbye to long security lines. #TSAPrecheck cuts wait time in half. http://ow.ly/TLX2u

It doesn’t matter if you’re traveling for business or leisure. Leave the travel hassles behind with 
#TSAPrecheck. http://ow.ly/TLX2u
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TSA Pre® Perks

TSA Pre® Airports and Airlines

TSA Pre® is currently available at  
more than 150 airports nationwide.

TSA Pre✓® is an expedited security screening program connecting travelers with smarter 
security and a better air travel experience. Share these tweets on your social media channels 
to educate travelers on the benefits of TSA Pre✓® and how they can enroll today.
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Signing up for #TSAPrecheck is easy as 1, 2, 3. http://ow.ly/TLX2u

Booked that next trip? Do this before you go. http://ow.ly/TLX2u #TSAPrecheck

Questions or comments for the #TSA? Travelers can tweet @AskTSA for live assistance with 
travel-related issues.

Enrolled in a trusted traveler program but not receiving #TSAPrecheck? Read @TSA’s blog for 
helpful tips: http://1.usa.gov/1kI5FqO

Enrolling in #TSAPrecheck costs $85 for five years. That’s only $17 a year. Less than what it 
costs to check a bag.

Excited for the holidays but dreading the travel hassles? Make your life easier by signing up for 
#TSAPrecheck. http://ow.ly/TLX2u

As the holidays approach, get yourself a #travel gift that keeps on giving: #TSAPrecheck http://
ow.ly/TLX2u

Don’t delay getting home for the holidays. Sign up for #TSAPrecheck: http://ow.ly/TLX2u

Ever been randomly selected for #TSAPrecheck? Learn how to make that a permanent travel 
perk. http://ow.ly/TLX2u

You get #travel perks through other loyalty programs. Why not do the same at the airport? 
#TSAPrecheck http://ow.ly/TLX2u
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Cost of TSA Pre®

$17 
a year

=$85
for 5 years
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